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Chapter 2551 

The Divine Firmament Main Hall was extremely spacious and could easily accommodate tens of millions 

of people.By the time Qiankun Academy arrived with over 100,000 disciples, there were already many 

people gathered in the Divine Firmament Hall. It was so densely packed that one couldn't see the end of 

it.The cultivators of the Divine Firmament Palace were at the highest point of the hall.On both sides 

were the areas of the seven Heaven-level forces.Now, the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom, the Mountain 

and Sea Celestial Sect, and the Imperial Wind Monastery had all arrived. There were a few familiar faces 

in the crowd.When the people of the Qiankun Academy arrived, the leaders of the three forces also 

stood up and cupped their hands slightly."Moonlight, we haven't seen each other for many years."A 

white-robed man from the Imperial Wind Monastery stood up. He had a handsome face, sharp 

eyebrows, and bright eyes. He had a long sword at his waist and greeted the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal."Brother Spring Breeze, you're still as elegant as ever."The Moonlight Sword Immortal 

chuckled and nodded.Yang Ruoxu said telepathically, "This is the Spring Breeze Sword of the Imperial 

Wind Monastery, one of the three Sword Immortals.""This person has a good relationship with Senior 

Moonlight. You also crippled Celestial Immortal Luo Yang on the battlefield in Shura. You have to be 

wary of him."Su Zimo looked at the Spring Breeze Sword Immortal.At the same time, the Spring Breeze 

Sword Immortal's gaze also fell on Su Zimo. His gaze was a little strange. There was some hostility, but 

also a trace of pity.Besides the Spring Breeze Sword Immortal, there was another person in the Imperial 

Wind Monastery that Su Zimo had seen before.Back on the Dragon Abyss Planet, there were three 

Perfected Immortals. Besides the Moonlight Sword Immortal and Zither Immortal Mengyao, the other 

one was this person. He seemed to be called Perfected Immortal Wufeng.He was familiar with the 

leader of the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom. It was Xie Ling, who presided over the 10,000-year Meeting 

and the battle for the seal.The leader of the Mountain and Sea Celestial Sect was a Perfected Immortal 

named Mu Feng. He was tall and burly. He stared at Su Zimo for a while with an unfriendly expression!In 

the battlefield in Shura, Yue Hai was killed by Su Zimo. It was not difficult to understand why this person 

was hostile to him.Su Zimo ignored Mu Feng.This was the Divine Firmament Palace. Even if Mu Feng was 

hostile to him, he wouldn't have the chance to make a move. 

 

What really caught Su Zimo's attention was the black-clothed man beside Mu Feng.This black-robed 

man was only a Ninth Stage Celestial Immortal, but he was able to sit side by side with Mu Feng.This 

person's eyes were closed and his back was ramrod straight. His hands were casually placed on his knees 

with his palms facing the sky. His face was expressionless and cold.Feeling Su Zimo's gaze, the black-

clothed man suddenly opened his eyes and looked towards Su Zimo!"Very sharp senses."Su Zimo 

nodded secretly.If nothing unexpected happened, this person should be the second on the Heaven List, 

the reincarnated True Immortal of the Mountain and Sea Immortal Sect, Qin Gu!Everyone from Qiankun 

Academy took their seats.At this moment, the forces of the Great Jin Immortal Empire arrived at the 

great hall.The one leading them was the Shadowless Sword who had clashed with Su Zimo and the 

others before, Shadowless!"Wow, the Divine Firmament Immortal Gathering this time is so lively. All 

three Sword Immortals are here!""I just don't know how many of the four fairies will come.""I heard 

that the Zither Immortal and the Book Immortal are also here, but I didn't see the Chess Immortal."The 

Chess Immortal belonged to the Mountain and Sea Immortal Sect.With the Chess Immortal's status, if 

she came to the Divine Firmament Immortal Gathering, Mu Feng would have to bow his head and listen 



to her orders.Now that Mu Feng was leading the Mountain and Sea Immortal Sect's team, everyone 

guessed that they might not have the chance to see the Chess Immortal this time.The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal stood up and cupped her fists in Shadowless' direction.Shadowless and the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal's eyes met in mid-air and nodded.Yang Ruoxu suddenly frowned.He felt that something was 

amiss.There were more than a dozen True Immortals from the Great Jin Immortal Empire who came to 

participate in the Divine Firmament Immortal Gathering.Normally, the main characters of the Divine 

Firmament Immortal Gathering were the Heaven Immortals of the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Realm.The True Immortals of the various sects and factions usually did not come to join in the fun. They 

were led by two or three True Immortals.Not long after the Divine Firmament Immortal Gathering was 

the Nine Clouds Convention.At that time, it would truly be a grand gathering of the Immortal Dao, 

where countless true immortals would gather. 

 

This time, only Xie Ling led the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom.The Mountain Sea Immortal Sect only 

sent one True Immortal, Mu Feng.Two from the Imperial Wind Monastery came, Spring Breeze Sword 

Immortal and True Immortal Wu Feng.The Heaven and Earth Academy sent four, which was already 

considered a lot.Now, more than ten True Immortals from the Great Jin Immortal Kingdom were 

here!"Why did the Great Jin Immortal Kingdom send so many True Immortals?""Don't you know? The 

first Executioner, Song Ce, was originally predicted to be fifth on the Heaven Roll, but Su Zimo killed him 

in one move. It's predicted that the Great Jin Immortal Kingdom will soon have no one on the Heaven 

Roll. There are only three left, and they are ranked below the 50th place. ""So they know about this. So 

what?""I guess they want to send a few more True Immortals to support the scene."Some cultivators in 

the crowd noticed the commotion and were secretly discussing it.Before long, the people from the 

Zixuan Immortal Kingdom arrived, instantly attracting the attention of countless cultivators. The entire 

Divine Firmament Main Hall was in an uproar!It was because the two people from the Zixuan Immortal 

Kingdom were too famous in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm!"Look, the Zixuan Immortal 

Kingdom is led by Book Immortal Yun Zhu!""That lady in plain clothes is Fairy Yun Zhu. She's indeed a 

Book Immortal. She's so elegant in plain clothes.""The Painting Immortal and Book Immortal are both 

here. They're really beautiful and have their own merits. If I can win the heart of one of them, I'm willing 

to sacrifice 100,000 years of my lifespan!""Dream on!"Behind Book Immortal Yun Zhu was a young man 

with a long sword on his back. His eyes were sharp as he looked around. He was like an unsheathed 

sword, showing off his sharpness!He was predicted to be the first on the Heaven Roll, Yun Ting!Yun Ting 

seemed to be looking for someone in the crowd.When he saw Qin Gu, his eyes did not stop. They swept 

past him and then landed in the direction of the Heaven and Earth Academy, locking onto Su Zimo!The 

moment the two of them looked at each other, their eyes lit up!Neither of them retreated or dodged. 

Their battle intent was soaring!Su Zimo wanted to obtain the Mortal Slayer Sword Art.Not only did Yun 

Ting want to obtain the Heavenly Slayer and Earthly Slayer, but he also wanted to defeat Su Zimo and 

regain the dignity he lost in the tomb! 

 

When Book Immortal Yun Zhu arrived, Moonlight Sword Immortal and the others stood up and greeted 

her.Yun Zhu smiled and returned their greetings.Yun Zhu and Mo Qing looked at each other and 

smiled.The smiles of the Painting Immortal and Book Immortal caused another commotion in the 

crowd!Thereafter, Yun Zhu looked at Su Zimo who was behind Mo Qing."Zimo, be careful. For some 

reason, the Flying Immortal Sect and Dajin Immortal Kingdom have sent many Perfected Immortals 

here. They seem to be up to something."Yun Zhu's pleasant voice sounded in Su Zimo's 



consciousness.Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat.By the looks of it, Dajin Immortal Kingdom and Flying 

Immortal Sect might really be up to something!However, he still could not figure out what Zither 

Immortal Mengyao and the others could do at the Divine Firmament Immortal Meeting.After all, he was 

a disciple of the Heaven and Earth Academy.Even if the two of them were like fire and water, Zither 

Immortal Mengyao and the Divine Firmament Palace would not let such a thing happen.Unless Mengyao 

and the others had a good reason!Just as Su Zimo was deep in thought, the Flying Immortal Sect arrived! 

Chapter 2552 

The sound of a zither could be heard, spreading to every corner of the Divine Firmament Palace.Before 

Zither Immortal Meng Yao arrived, she had already attracted the attention of countless cultivators.Meng 

Yao led a group of Flying Celestial Sect cultivators to the Divine Firmament Palace.Just as Yunzhu had 

said, there were as many as 18 Perfected Immortals from the Flying Celestial Sect.Zong Feiyu was a 

reincarnated Perfected Immortal after all, so he stood in the group of Perfected Immortals. He looked at 

Su Zimo and smiled provocatively, making a throat-slitting gesture.Su Zimo's expression was calm and 

unmoved.Zong Feiyu was like a clown to him, not a threat at all.The only ones who could threaten him 

were the Moonlight Sword Immortal, Zither Immortal Meng Yao, and the others."The three Sword 

Immortals and the three Fairies have gathered. Such a grand occasion is unprecedented!""It's a pity that 

the Chess Immortal is missing.""The Chess Immortal is probably preparing for the Nine Heavens 

Convention. I heard that the Chess Immortal has a chance to enter the top three of the Perfected 

Immortal Leaderboard. He even has a chance to fight for the position of a Perfected Immortal!"The 

Divine Firmament Immortal Convention had not officially begun, but many cultivators were already 

excited. They felt that this trip was worth it.Now, the three Great Immortal Kingdoms and the four Great 

Immortal Sects had all gathered.They were waiting for the people from the Divine Firmament Palace to 

come and host the Divine Firmament Immortal Convention.The crowd did not wait long before a group 

of cultivators slowly walked out from the depths of the Divine Firmament Palace. The leader was a 

middle-aged man in a green robe. He had a calm expression and a powerful aura.The middle-aged man 

seemed to have merged with the void around him.A Grotto-Heaven Immortal King had arrived.Behind 

the middle-aged man were six Perfected Immortals. They were the six who had watched the battle in 

Shura. Divine Crane Fairy was among them.There were also many young and beautiful maidservants 

from the Divine Firmament Palace following behind.These maidservants looked young, but each of them 

was a Heaven Immortal.From this, one could feel the terrifying power of the Divine Firmament Palace. 

Even a Heaven Immortal was only a maidservant here.The middle-aged man descended.In front of the 

Immortal King, no one dared to be rude. they all stood up.The middle-aged man nodded slightly and 

said, "I am Qingyang, the eldest disciple of the Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor. I am the host of 

this convention." 

Immortal King Azure Sun, at the peak of the Grotto-Heaven Realm, was a peak Immortal 

King!"Greetings, Immortal King Green Sun!"Everyone cupped their hands and bowed."Have a 

seat."Immortal King Qingyang looked indifferent. He waved his hand casually and sat on a high chair, 

saying, "I think everyone already knows the rules of the Heaven List."The rules of the Heaven List 

Ranking Battle were the same as the Earth List Ranking Battle.It was all based on the rankings, and the 

loser would be eliminated.For example, Yun Ting, who was at the top of the Heaven List, would be up 

against a cultivator who was at the top 100 of the Heaven List.As for Su Zimo, he was ranked third on 

the predicted Heaven Leaderboard, so his opponent should be the cultivator ranked 98th on the 

predicted Heaven Leaderboard."Everyone should know that after the Heaven Ranking Battle, the higher 



your ranking, the more benefits you will receive."Immortal King Qingyang said, "Of course, the Divine 

Firmament Palace will give every cultivator on the Heaven Ranking an opportunity."Many cultivators 

who predicted the Heaven Roll were overjoyed.Yun Ting suddenly stood up and cupped his fists. "Green 

Sun Immortal King, forgive me for being blunt, but the rules of the Heaven Board Ranking Battle are too 

troublesome and unreasonable!"Many cultivators were secretly speechless.Perhaps only Yun Ting had 

the guts to speak to Immortal King Qingyang like that.Immortal King Qingyang was not angry. He smiled 

and asked, "The rules of the Ranking Battle have been passed down for many years. Why are they 

unreasonable?"Yun Ting said, "Because most of the people on the Heaven List have no chance of 

competing for the top spot.""Oh, do you have a better idea?"Immortal King Qingyang raised his 

eyebrows slightly.Yun Ting smiled and raised his head slightly. He said proudly, "In my opinion, the top 

spot on the Heaven List will only be born between me and Su Zimo. The rest are not worthy!"This 

sentence was extremely arrogant. It was equivalent to looking down on the other people on the Heaven 

List.Even the second place Qin Gu, the fourth place Zong Feiyu, and the fifth place Lie Xuan were not 

mentioned by Yun Ting!Zong Feiyu snorted coldly.Although Qin Gu was unhappy, he was expressionless 

and calm. He did not express his opinion."So, what do you want to do?" 

Immortal King Qingyang smiled and asked again."Simple."Yun Ting pointed at Su Zimo from Qiankun 

Academy and said, "The two of us will fight in the first round. Whoever wins will be the top of the 

Heaven List! The others are not qualified to challenge us. Go fight for the third and fourth place. "Su 

Zimo smiled slightly.This was indeed Yun Ting's style. Simple, direct, arrogant, and merciless!Immortal 

King Qingyang shook his head and said, "This is unfair to the others. Even if I agree, there will be others 

who disagree.""Who cares about them!"Yun Ting waved his hand and turned to look at Su Zimo. His 

battle intent surged as he said, "Su Zimo, as long as you agree, it's enough!"Yun Ting's suggestion was 

due to the pride in his heart.Even after the Ranking Battle, it was most likely that the two of them would 

be left in the end.However, at this time, the two of them were not in their peak condition. The battle 

that they had agreed on was not completely fair.Since they wanted to compete, Yun Ting had to defeat 

Su Zimo fair and square!There was another point. In Yun Ting's heart, the top of the Heaven List was not 

the most important thing.The most important thing was to defeat Su Zimo and obtain the Heavenly Kill 

and Earthly Kill Sword Techniques!Su Zimo quickly understood Yun Ting's intention and did not refuse. 

He stood up and said in a low voice, "Okay, as you wish!"Although this was against the rules, the 

cultivators below the stage did not stand up to object.This was because most of the cultivators on the 

Heaven List knew that Yun Ting was right. They did not have the chance to fight for the top of the 

Heaven List.Qin Gu and Zong Feiyu, who had the chance to fight for the top of the Heaven List, looked at 

each other and said nothing.For the two of them, there were only benefits and no disadvantages!When 

two tigers fought, one of them would be injured.They would let Yun Ting and Su Zimo fight to the point 

where both sides were severely injured. By then, no matter who won, they would be able to stand out 

and defeat Yun Ting and Su Zimo with ease and reap the benefits!Yunzhu looked at Yun Ting and Su 

Zimo with a complicated expression. She wanted to say something but hesitated.Even she wasn't sure 

who would emerge victorious in this battle. 

She wanted to persuade Su Zimo or Yun Ting not to fight to the death.However, once both of them 

fought to the extreme, it would be difficult to stop!She did not want to see anything happen to either of 

them.However, she knew that the battle between the two of them was unavoidable and had to 

happen!It was like a battle of fate. The two of them had to decide who was better and the three Sword 

Techniques could be combined into one."Wait!"At this moment, Zither Immortal Mengyao suddenly 

spoke and stood up slowly.Yunzhu frowned slightly."Here it comes!"Su Zimo said in his heart. 



Chapter 2553 

Meng Yao came to the center of the hall and bowed to Immortal King Qingyang. Then, she looked 

around and said loudly, "The Heaven Roll is the Heaven Roll of the human race. If you want to compete 

for the Heaven Roll, you can't be from an alien race.""Of course."The Moonlight Sword Immortal 

nodded and said, "Even cultivators from other Celestial Realms are not qualified to compete for the 

Heaven Roll of the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm."Hearing this, Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat. He 

vaguely guessed something.Suddenly!He felt a strong sense of hostility from the crowd of the Imperial 

Wind Monastery.Su Zimo looked around and met a pair of resentful eyes.This person had white hair and 

looked withered. It was Celestial Immortal Luo Yang, who had been crippled by him in the Shura 

battlefield!Seeing this person, Su Zimo was even more certain of his guess.As the eldest disciple of the 

Ling Xiao Immortal Emperor, Immortal King Qingyang naturally knew about the world. He had also heard 

about the feud between Zither Fairy Meng Yao and the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom and Su Zimo.With his 

eyesight, he could easily see that Zither Fairy Meng Yao had suddenly stood up for him!However, he was 

also a little curious. He wanted to see how Meng Yao would deal with a disciple of the Qiankun Academy 

in the Divine Firmament Palace in front of everyone.After all, the Qiankun Academy was not to be trifled 

with!Immortal King Qingyang did not intend to interfere and was prepared to watch the show."Fairy 

Meng Yao, what do you mean by that?"Jue Wuying pretended not to know and asked, "Could it be that 

cultivators from other Celestial Realms have infiltrated the Heaven Roll?""Haha, if it's cultivators from 

other Celestial Realms, it'll be good to chase them away."Perfected Immortal Wufeng of the Imperial 

Wind Monastery chuckled and said, "I'm just afraid that someone from the alien race has infiltrated the 

Divine Firmament Celestial Realm and is up to no good!"Someone from the alien race was predicted to 

be on the Heaven Roll!Most of the cultivators still did not know what was going on, nor did they know 

who the alien race that Meng Yao and the others were talking about was.Even Yun Ting frowned, not 

understanding what was going on.Yun Zhu observed the situation with a grave expression.Up until now, 

the Flying Celestial Sect, the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom, and the Imperial Wind Monastery, had already 

stepped forward.From the looks of it, Meng Yao and the others should have discussed the Divine 

Firmament Celestial Immortal's party! 

 

Furthermore, the reason that Meng Yao and the others found was very difficult to refute."Someone 

from another race is predicted to be on the Heaven Ranking?""Who is it? Catch him! ""Those from the 

alien race must be!"The commotion in the Divine Firmament Great Hall grew louder and louder.Meng g 

Yao's Yao, and, the, she's........yao Yao.....Mengyao said calmly, "I'm sure you've all heard of him. He's 

quite famous in the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm in recent years, and he has a Sky-level sect behind 

him.It was Immeng..........!This strange race was from one of the seven Heaven-ranked forces!The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal smiled and said, "Fairy Mengyao, feel free to speak your mind. I believe that 

no matter which Sky-level sect it is, if they know that this person is of a foreign race, they will not 

protect him!""I'm relieved to hear that, Fellow Daoist Moonlight."Meng Yao nodded. "This alien race is 

Su Zimo from Heaven and Earth Academy!"Su Zimo had already guessed it, so he was not surprised by 

Meng Yao's words.But it caused an uproar in the Divine Firmament Hall.Everyone was shocked.Her 

words were very powerful. Once confirmed, it was enough to destroy or even kill Su Zimo!Yang Ruoxu 

frowned. He realized that the situation was very bad for Su Zimo.Since Meng Yao dared to say such 

words, she must be very confident.Although Mo Qing did not say anything, there was a trace of worry in 

her eyes."How is that possible? Junior Brother Su is from the alien race? "The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal looked a little shocked and in disbelief. She seemed to still be defending Su Zimo as she 



frowned. "Fairy Mengyao, you shouldn't spout such nonsense. It will affect the reputation of our 

academy quite a bit.""Since I dared to say it, I naturally have enough evidence."Meng Yao looked in the 

direction of the Imperial Wind Monastery. "Celestial Immortal Luo Yang, tell us everything you 

know."Celestial Immortal Luo Yang was already prepared to describe what happened on the Dragon 

Abyss Planet, half true and half false."I do have an impression of what you said …"The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal's words confirmed Celestial Immortal Luo Yang's words. 

 

"That's right. I can also testify to this. I was on the Dragon Abyss Planet at that time!" Perfected 

Immortal Wufeng said in a low voice.Celestial Immortal Luo Yang's description was specious. It created a 

feeling that Su Zimo had some kind of close connection with the Dragons. It was just short of directly 

saying that Su Zimo was a Dragon!The appearance of the Azure Dragon soul and even the divine dragon 

behind it was rather strange.In fact, this might not be able to prove that there was a connection with Su 

Zimo. But once such a thing was said, it would cause people to think, be suspicious, and even be 

suspicious.Moreover, this matter had Zither Immortal Meng Yao, Perfected Immortal Wufeng, and the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal as witnesses.The Moonlight Sword Immortal was also a true disciple of the 

Qiankun Academy."What can this prove?"Yang Ruoxi stood up and shook her head. "Let's not talk about 

whether the Azure Dragon soul and the divine dragon are related to Junior Brother Su. Even if they are, 

how can it prove that Junior Brother Su is of a foreign race? Everyone's judgment is too arbitrary! "Yun 

Ting thought that Meng Yao and the others could really produce some strong evidence. He did not 

expect it to be Celestial Immortal Luo Yang's words."Tsk …"Yun Ting sneered and looked at Perfected 

Immortal Wufeng. "Your mount is a Golden Ant. According to what you said, you are of the Golden Ant 

Tribe!"Not many people present dared to speak to a Perfected Immortal like that or even mock him. Yun 

Ting happened to be one of them.Although Perfected Immortal Wufeng was annoyed, he was wary and 

could not attack Yun Ting."I'm afraid it's not arbitrary."Perfected Immortal Mu Feng of the Mountain 

and Sea Immortal Sect said in a low voice, "I heard that Su Zimo is proficient in a sound domain mystic 

technique of Dragons. It's extremely powerful. How could he know the Dao of Dragons?""Not only 

that."Jue Wuying said, "This person also knows the secret technique of the dragon race, the True 

Dragon's Nine Flashes."Zong Feiyu also stepped forward and said, "Seniors, back in the battle at Shura, 

Su Zimo also used the Dragons' Nascent Soul mystic technique, the Reverse Scale!""I didn't fight with 

him back then and left the battle at Shura not because I was afraid of him, but because I sensed that his 

identity was strange, so I wanted to leave as soon as possible and  this to the sect."In fact, Zong Feiyu 

did not recognize the origin of the Reverse Scale mystic technique at that time. 

 

He was indeed scared away by the Reverse Scale. When he returned to the sect, he searched many 

ancient books and asked the Immortal Kings of the sect. Only then did he know the Reverse Scale mystic 

technique."Reverse Scale?"Immortal King Qingyang was surprised.Most cultivators did not know about 

this Nascent Soul mystic technique.But as a Immortal King, he had heard about this Nascent Soul mystic 

technique of the Dragons.Even if other races obtained the cultivation method of this technique, they 

would not be able to use it without the Nascent Soul of the Dragons!In that case, there might be 

something wrong with Su Zimo's identity. 

Chapter 2554 

Yunzhu smiled and said, "If you think that Su Zimo is a Dragon just because of a few Dragons Mystic Arts, 

it's too ridiculous."I believe that among the cultivators here, there are many who have grasped the 



secret arts of other races. In fact, there are even people from our immortal realms who have cultivated 

the devil path. Could it be that these people are all from different races and belong to the devil 

path?"The logic was very simple.But when it came from the Book Immortal's mouth, it was 

convincing.The noisy crowd gradually calmed down.Many cultivators even began to reflect. If they 

followed this standard, they would be beaten up as well.The Perfected Immortals of the Flying Deity 

Sect, the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom, and the Imperial Wind Sect all frowned, confused.They were 

targeting Su Zimo this time, and Yun Ting and Su Zimo were opponents.Logically speaking, Yun Ting 

should be on their side.But they didn't expect Yun Ting to speak up for Su Zimo.That was fine. After all, 

Young Prince Yun Ting had always been unscrupulous and would always do something shocking.But why 

did Book Immortal Yunzhu stand out this time?"Second Brother, can you speak up for him?"Xie 

Qingcheng couldn't help but worry when she saw that Su Zimo was besieged by several major forces. 

She secretly sent a voice transmission to Xie Ling.Xie Ling shook her head slightly and didn't say 

anything.The situation was getting clearer. Immortal King Qingyang of the Divine Firmament Palace 

obviously wanted to stay out of it and watch.Among the seven Heaven-level forces, only Book Immortal 

Yunzhu of the Zi Xuan Celestial Kingdom stood on Su Zimo's side for the time being.On Zither Immortal 

Mengyao's side, there were the Flying Deity Sect, the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom, and the Imperial Wind 

Sect. True Immortal Mu Feng of the Mountain Sea Immortal Sect also wanted to add insult to injury.This 

meant that among the seven Heaven-level forces, the Flying Deity Sect, the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom, 

the Imperial Wind Sect, and the Mountain Sea Immortal Sect had formed an alliance.Even if he stood on 

Qiankun Academy's side, it would be useless.Because Zither Immortal Mengyao was obviously prepared 

this time. There were more than 30 Perfected Immortals of the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom and the 

Flying Deity Sect alone!If the situation went out of control and both sides fought, Qiankun Academy 

wouldn't be able to gain any advantage!Moreover, even though Scholar Immortal Yun Zhu spoke up for 

him, if a conflict were to break out, it was impossible for Scholar Immortal Yun Zhu to fight with the four 

Heaven-ranked forces over an inner court disciple. 

In other words, the four True Immortals of the Universe Academy would have to face dozens of True 

Immortals from the Flying Immortal Sect, the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom, the Imperial Wind Monastery, 

and the Mountain Sea Immortal Sect!Amongst them were Shadowless Sword, Spring Wind Sword, Zither 

Immortal Dreampearl, and True Immortal Edgeless.More importantly, Xie Ling had heard that the 

relationship between the Moonlight Sword Immortal and Su Zimo was not exactly harmonious.If this 

was true, no one would be able to protect Su Zimo. It would be difficult for him to escape this 

calamity!"This is no small matter."True Immortal Wufeng said in a deep voice, "If an alien race infiltrates 

the Divine Firmament Immortal Domain and allows them to participate in the Heaven List Tournament, 

it will be an insult to the Divine Firmament Palace."True Immortal Wufeng's words were even more 

impressive, directly dragging Divine Firmaments Palace into the picture!Immortal King Qingyang's 

expression didn't change, and he remained silent.Yang Ruoxu said, "You guys have said so much, but you 

actually don't have any concrete evidence. It's nothing more than your own guesses."Mengyao chuckled 

and stared at Su Zimo. She said slowly, "It's easy to get evidence. You just have to search his soul, and 

the truth will be revealed!""No!"Mo Qing stood up and scolded softly.She was not good with words and 

did not like to argue with others, so she had not said anything earlier.But now, Mengyao and the others 

were pushing their luck and wanted to search Su Zimo's soul. This was too much!The Divine Firmament 

Immortal Gathering had yet to begin, but the three Fairies were already confronting each other!Yunzhu 

sneered. "Mengyao, it's just a groundless guess, and you want to search someone's soul. How arrogant 

of you!""Actually, this is also good for Qiankun Academy."Jue Wuying said, "If this kid is really an alien 



race, Qiankun Academy can expel him from the sect sooner."Moonlight Sword Immortal frowned. 

"Searching his soul is too dangerous. If something goes wrong...""Don't worry, Fellow Daoist Moonlight," 

Mengyao said."This time, I invited a senior of the sect, Old Man Soul Capturer. He's very knowledgeable 

in the Essence Soul Dao. Even if he searches someone's soul, it won't harm their Essence Soul. "Su Zimo 

sneered.Not to mention whether he would be harmed if he fell into the hands of Old Man Soul Capturer. 

Even if a soul search did not harm him, he could not let others search his soul!This was his dignity and 

his bottom line!It was not that Su Zimo had not thought of summoning Wu Dao's true body.However, 

Wu Dao's true body was in seclusion to deduce and perfect Wu Dao. He did not want to disturb 

him.Furthermore, this was Divine Firmament Palace. The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor was most 

likely guarding this place.Once the Immortal Emperor was alarmed, it would be difficult for Wu Dao's 

true body to escape with the Hell Suppressing Cauldron!More importantly, he was in danger and Wu 

Dao's true body had just rushed over. The relationship between the two would be difficult to 

explain.Mengyao and the others were confident.No matter what choice Su Zimo made, it would be a 

dead end!If he dared to let Old Man Soul Capturer search his soul, Old Man Soul Capturer could cripple 

his Essence Soul with just a little trick!At that time, he could just say that it was an accident and no one 

could say anything.Based on Mengyao's understanding of Su Zimo, he would definitely not let anyone 

search his soul.Once Su Zimo refused, it would mean that he was guilty and they would have even more 

reason to attack!The Moonlight Sword Immortal said with a gratified expression, "That's great. A soul 

search can also prove Junior Brother Su's innocence and reassure everyone. Junior Brother Su, what do 

you think? "The two of them looked at each other.Su Zimo caught a hint of smugness in the depths of 

the Moonlight Sword Immortal's eyes!"This is not appropriate!"Mo Qing frowned and refused again.Any 

normal cultivator would agree to such a request!The Moonlight Sword Immortal smiled and continued 

asking, "Junior Brother Su, if you have a clear conscience, why are you afraid of having your soul 

searched?"Su Zimo raised his brows slightly and said, "Moonlight, I suspect that you're a spy from the 

Demon Territory. Let that old man search your soul first to prove your innocence and reassure 

everyone.""Nonsense!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal shouted."Don't be agitated. If you have a clear 

conscience, why are you afraid of having your soul searched?"Su Zimo asked with a calm expression. 

These words were thrown right back at the Moonlight Sword Immortal!The Moonlight Sword Immortal 

was speechless for a moment. Her eyes were sharp and her expression was ugly.Jue Ying said coldly, 

"What a sharp tongue. I think he's just guilty!""That's right."Perfected Immortal Wufeng narrowed his 

eyes slightly and said, "In my opinion, the bigger picture is more important. We should capture him first 

and search his soul directly!""How dare you!"Mo Qing took out her natal drawing book and flipped it 

open, ready to tear it down at any moment. She said in a deep voice, "You guys are so rude and 

unreasonable. Do you really think that there's no one in the Qiankun Academy?"Yang Ruoxu was also 

wary and stood side by side with Mo Qing, protecting Su Zimo behind them.All of a sudden!The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal attacked Mo Qing from behind. A few wisps of sword qi rushed into Mo 

Qing's body, sealing her Dao Fruit and trapping her on the spot, unable to move.Mo Qing did not expect 

that someone from the academy would attack her from behind. She was caught off guard and was 

restrained instantly!At the same time, the other Perfected Immortal of the academy, Chen Xuan, also 

launched a sneak attack on Yang Ruoxu. He took out a rope and trapped the latter's body, sealing his 

True Essence.In the blink of an eye, the Painting Immortal Mo Qing and Yang Ruoxu were restrained by 

the Moonlight Sword Immortal and the situation changed! 
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This sudden turn of events caused an uproar!The situation had far exceeded everyone's 

expectations.Unexpectedly, before Mengyao and the rest could make a move, the Qiankun Academy 

would have an internal conflict. The Moonlight Sword Immortal had made a move and restrained Mo 

Qing!The Green Sun Immortal King watched this scene with interest and a smile on his face.It seemed 

that the Zither Immortal, Mengyao, and the rest had indeed planned this for a long time and came 

prepared. This time, they wanted to completely kill Su Zimo!It was really interesting to cause such a 

huge commotion for a Heaven Immortal.The Green Sun Immortal King still had no intention of making a 

move. The current situation was completely one-sided.On Su Zimo's side, even the only two Perfected 

Immortals who supported him from the Qiankun Academy were restrained by the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal and the rest.As for the Zixuan Immortal Kingdom's Book Immortal, Yun Zhu …Under normal 

circumstances, Book Immortal Yun Zhu would have retreated after seeing this situation."Moonlight, 

what are you doing!?"Mo Qing was shocked and angry as she questioned loudly.She even omitted the 

honorific "Senior Brother". It was obvious that she was furious.The Moonlight Sword Immortal's 

expression was normal as she said gently, "Junior Sister, don't be angry. I'm doing this for the academy's 

safety."If Su Zimo is not of a foreign race, then he is still a disciple of the academy and our Junior 

Brother."But if he is of a foreign race or has any connection with a foreign race, as the top disciple of the 

academy, I can only clean up the mess for the academy!""Moonlight, do you know what you're 

doing!?"Although Yang Ruoxu could not move, her expression was fierce as she shouted, "You're 

working with outsiders to harm the academy's fellow disciples!""Junior Brother Yang, you're 

exaggerating."The Moonlight Sword Immortal's expression was indifferent, and her tone gradually 

turned cold. "If Su Zimo is proven to be innocent after the Soul Search, I will seek justice for him!"In fact, 

the Moonlight Sword Immortal, Mengyao, and the rest were already prepared for many possibilities.If 

Su Zimo accepted the Soul Search, the Old Man Soul Catcher would secretly destroy Su Zimo!At that 

time, the Moonlight Sword Immortal would step forward and kill the Old Man Soul Capturer, not giving 

him any chance to explain himself.In this way, if he avenged Su Zimo and even killed a True Immortal, it 

would be very difficult for others to blame him. 

 

"Second Brother, what should we do now?"Xie Qingcheng asked anxiously through voice 

transmission.Xie Ling sighed softly and said, "Su Zimo has no chance.""After all, the one he offended is 

the Zither Immortal, Mengyao. Now that he's in the Qiankun Academy, even the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal wants to get rid of him, there's no way others can protect him.""Actually, there are many 

things that can't be blamed on him. It's just that he was born in the lower realms, so he carries some 

sort of original sin with him."Xie Qingcheng was confused by Xie Ling's last sentence.Xie Ling continued, 

"Haven't you noticed that this Su Zimo is somewhat similar to a person from hundreds of thousands of 

years ago?""Feng Cantian!"Xie Qingcheng immediately thought of the Thunder Emperor and blurted 

out.Xie Ling nodded and said, "To be precise, his potential is greater than Feng Cantian's. The Divine 

Firmament Palace also doesn't want to see another Feng Cantian rise."He has only ascended for a few 

thousand years, and his foundation is too shallow. The Zither Immortal, Mengyao, the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal, and Shadowless are all famous True Immortals."It can be said that these people can do 

anything they want in the Divine Firmament Immortal Domain. With so many of them working together 

to deal with a Heaven Immortal, how can he possibly survive?"...At the Qiankun Academy...The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal said calmly, "Junior Brother Su, whether you are innocent or not, the truth 

will be revealed after a soul search. Please.""A bunch of bullsh * t True Immortals. They are even more 

vicious and hypocritical than the True Demons of the Demonic Domain!"Yun Ting cursed when he saw 



this scene.Even though he was not involved, he felt suffocated.What foreign race? What soul search? 

Mengyao, Moonlight, and this group of True Immortals clearly wanted to force Su Zimo to death in front 

of everyone!Yun Ting knew that whether it was him or Su Zimo, they would not yield, compromise, or 

back down in the face of such demands!And once Su Zimo resisted, this group of True Immortals would 

have a reason to attack.Yun Ting's anger surged.But he knew that there was nothing he could do.He was 

a peerless genius of the Divine Firmament Immortal Domain, but he was only a Stage 9 Heaven Immortal 

now. He could not help at all.At this moment, a trace of sadness rose in Yun Ting's heart. He felt that Su 

Zimo was not worth it. 

 

This kind of Heaven and Earth Academy, this kind of Divine Firmament Immortal Domain, was not 

worthy of him!Yun Ting took out a jar of strong wine from his storage bag and handed it to Su Zimo. He 

said loudly, "Su Zimo, I can't help you today, but don't worry, you won't die in vain!"When I become a 

True Immortal, I will find those bullsh * t True Immortals who targeted you today one by one and kill 

them all to give you an explanation!"When these words were spoken, many cultivators were moved and 

their faces were filled with shock!The Divine Firmament Hall became much quieter.No one had expected 

Yun Ting to say something like that in front of so many people!Yun Ting used his Stage 9 Heaven 

Immortal cultivation to threaten the Moonlight Sword Immortal, Zither Immortal Mengyao, Jue Wuying, 

and the other top True Immortals!Not only did everyone feel Yun Ting's anger, unwillingness, and killing 

intent, but they also felt a trace of sadness!Everyone looked at the two young men in the middle of the 

hall with puzzled expressions.Weren't these two enemies like fire and water, tit for tat?Why would Yun 

Ting help Su Zimo?Why would Yun Ting say such harsh words for Su Zimo?He was even willing to offend 

so many sects and factions and so many True Immortals?These people did not understand.This was the 

appreciation between the two top geniuses.Yun Ting wanted to defeat Su Zimo, but he respected Su 

Zimo more. He respected this opponent who could fight with him!To others, Yun Ting's words were a 

threat, but Su Zimo understood. This was Yun Ting's promise to him!Since you forced Su Zimo to his 

death today, I, Yun Ting, will find you one by one in the future and kill you all!Su Zimo took the jar of 

liquor from Yun Ting's hands and exchanged glances with Yun Ting."Cheers!"The two of them opened 

the clay seal of the wine jar at the same time. The wine jars collided and they drank heartily.Crack!After 

a while, the two of them finished the wine in one gulp and smashed the wine jar heavily on the 

ground.Su Zimo pulled up his sleeve and wiped the wine from his lips. "Yun Ting, thank you. However, I 

will take revenge for today myself in the future!" 

 

At that moment, Su Zimo had decided that if Qinglian's real body died, the moment Wu Dao's real body 

came out of seclusion would be the moment Zither Immortal Mengyao, the Moonlight Sword Immortal, 

and the rest died!At that moment, no one could understand the meaning behind Su Zimo's words.They 

only thought that Su Zimo's mind was muddled and he said it casually.After all, if he died, there would 

be no future. How could he take revenge?Only Book Immortal Yun Zhu's heart skipped a beat. She 

understood the killing intent in Su Zimo's words.She knew that Su Zimo was prepared to let Araki 

Takeshi make a move! 
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Mengyao said indifferently, "Yunzhu, it's time to teach your younger brother a lesson. Be careful of what 

you say!""Threatening a Perfected Immortal?"Perfected Immortal Wufeng harrumphed coldly. "If not 

for the fact that he's the Duke of Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom, we would have enough reason to kill 



him!"Yun Ting looked at Perfected Immortal Wufeng and the others and grinned. "Are you guys 

afraid? When I become a Perfected Immortal, you guys can wash your necks clean! "The Perfected 

Immortals felt a chill run down their spines.To be fair, given Yun Ting's talent and potential, he would 

definitely become a Perfected Immortal in the future!When Yun Ting became a Perfected Immortal and 

came knocking on their door, not many of them would be able to stop him.Moonlight Sword Immortal 

frowned. "Don't get entangled with a junior. Search Su Zimo's soul first and find out his background."Old 

Man Soul Capturer let out a strange laugh and leaped, charging towards Su Zimo.Swoosh!A figure 

flashed past and suddenly blocked Old Man Soul Capturer.That person did not do anything and merely 

waved her hand gently. Old Man Soul Capturer's expression changed starkly as he sensed a terrifying 

aura and hurriedly retreated!Everyone focused their attention and saw that the person who attacked 

was Book Immortal Yun Zhu!"Fairy Yun Zhu, what's the meaning of this?"Perfected Immortal Wufeng 

asked with a frown."Nothing."Yun Zhu said indifferently, "I just can't stand you guys bullying 

others."Mengyao's expression was cold as she said, "Yun Zhu, what happened today has nothing to do 

with you. Don't meddle in other people's business!"Yun Zhu raised her head and met Mengyao's gaze. 

She did not back down at all and said slowly, "Today, I insist on meddling in other people's 

business!"Whoever dares to step forward will be my enemy. Don't blame me for being merciless!"Once 

these harsh words were spoken, it instantly caused a stir in the crowd!No one expected that the Zither 

Immortal and Book Immortal would confront each other during the Divine Firmament Meeting and even 

look like they were about to fight!Even Yun Ting was frowning.He did not want Su Zimo to die in such a 

humiliating manner. However, when he saw his sister rush out to protect Su Zimo, he felt a little sour in 

his heart.He had long realized that his sister seemed to have a close relationship with Su Zimo. 

 

But he didn't expect that the two of them had already developed to this stage. Could it be …Su Zimo was 

touched. He used his Divine Sense to speak to Yunzhu, "Yunzhu, you don't have to do this. You can't stop 

them all by yourself."In his heart, he was already prepared.If Qinglian's true body was killed, Wu Dao's 

true body would launch a crazy revenge!Yunzhu still did not retreat. She sent a voice transmission, "I'm 

not only stepping forward for you, but also for the injustice in my heart. They've gone too far!"In fact, 

when Yunzhu was young, she liked to fight for justice and could not bear to see injustice in the world. As 

a result, she offended many sects and forces and was later confined in the library.Over the years, 

Yunzhu had been cultivating her body and mind. She had read a lot of books and rarely showed herself 

in public. However, she had always adhered to the righteousness and righteousness in her heart. She 

had never forgotten it.Otherwise, she wouldn't have saved Su Zimo back in the Coiling Dragon Mountain 

Range. She wouldn't have scolded True Immortal Mirrormoon, "You're bullying the weak. How 

shameless!"Right now, her relationship with Su Zimo was no longer the same as before. All the more she 

couldn't sit by and do nothing!If she retreated today, she wouldn't be able to get over the hurdle in her 

heart.Mengyao smiled coldly and nodded to Old Man Soul Catcher, indicating for him to continue 

forward and ignore Immortal Yunzhu.She did not believe that Yunzhu, as the princess of the Zi Xuan 

Immortal Kingdom, would make enemies with so many Perfected Immortal experts for an academy 

disciple.Old Man Soul Catcher hesitated for a moment.However, when he recalled that there were 

dozens of Perfected Immortals behind him, as well as experts such as Zither Immortal Mengyao, Jue 

Wuying and Perfected Immortal Wufeng, he regained his confidence and continued charging towards Su 

Zimo.Old Man Soul Catcher swept past Yunzhu swiftly and she did not move at all.Mengyao, Perfected 

Immortal Wufeng and the others exchanged glances and smiled, relaxing."Fairy Yunzhu, you're wise. 

You …"Perfected Immortal Wufeng chuckled. Before he could finish, the situation changed and his smile 



froze on his face.Swash!Old Man Soul Catcher swept past Yunzhu and arrived before Su Zimo. Before he 

could make a move, a jade brush appeared in Yunzhu's hand.Without even looking, she swiped her hand 

behind her.The void seemed to have been sliced into two by that jade brush! 

 

Old Man Soul Catcher's body froze and his gaze froze. The lifeforce in his body drained rapidly and half 

of his head seemed to have been sliced off by a sharp weapon!His Essence Spirit was destroyed on the 

spot and he was dead!This was an Emperor Weapon that Yunzhu obtained in the Avici Hell previously. It 

was extremely sharp and terrifying!Psst!Seeing this scene, all the cultivators gasped.A Perfected 

Immortal was dead and he was killed by Immortal Yunzhu!At that moment, everyone truly felt Yunzhu's 

determination and killing intent!Previously, everyone found it strange that Yunzhu was willing to speak 

up for Su Zimo. However, they could still accept it.But now, Immortal Yunzhu was willing to fight against 

the top Perfected Immortals of the various major factions for Su Zimo – that was completely beyond 

everyone's imagination!One had to know that in such a tense situation, the slightest move would affect 

the entire situation. Once they started fighting, it would be very difficult to have any room to 

maneuver.Yunzhu's attack this time round to kill Old Man Soul Catcher was equivalent to leaving no way 

out for herself – she wanted to fight Immortal Zither, Mengyao, and the others to the end!"Immortal 

Yunzhu was way too decisive. Old Man Soul Catcher was killed on the spot before he could 

react.""Actually, none of the Four Fairies are weak," said Ye Futian."What do you guys think is the 

relationship between Fairy Yunzhu and Su Zimo? Judging from Fairy Yunzhu's stance, why does it feel 

like there's something between her and Su Zimo? ""It's indeed a little strange. Even if Yun Ting was in 

danger, it wouldn't be as bad.""Tsk, tsk. I wonder how many lifetimes Su Zimo from this academy is 

blessed to have the Painting Immortal and Book Immortal willing to stand up for him."The cultivators in 

the Divine Firmament Hall were in a heated discussion.Immortal King Qingyang was still sitting in his 

chair. Even if a Perfected Immortal died, he had no intention of interfering.Mengyao's expression turned 

cold as she said coldly, "Yunzhu, are you trying to make an enemy out of us? If that's the case, don't 

blame us for being impolite! "The Moonlight Sword Immortal shook her head slightly and said, "Fellow 

Daoist Yunzhu, you can't protect Su Zimo alone. Why waste your energy?""I'll do my best."Yunzhu's tone 

was indifferent but extremely firm!Mengyao and the others had brought so many Perfected Immortal 

experts precisely because they were worried that such accidents would happen. 

 

Therefore, even if they saw Yunzhu appear, everyone was already prepared.Perfected Immortal Wufeng 

took out his heavy sword and said loudly, "I've long heard of Immortal Yunzhu's great name. Today is a 

rare opportunity to learn from her."Jue Wuying stood out without saying a word.Sword Immortal Spring 

Breeze chuckled and drew his longsword from his waist. He pointed it at Yunzhu from afar. The sword 

moved with the wind and trembled slightly.Mengyao sat down cross-legged and took out her zither 

from her storage bag!"Haha, I'll join in the fun too!"Perfected Immortal Mu Feng of the Mountain and 

Sea Immortal Sect laughed loudly.In the blink of an eye, all the top Perfected Immortals stood out and 

surrounded Immortal Yunzhu!"Thank you for the 50,000 book coins tip. I have another Alliance Leader 

for this book. I'll update tomorrow..." 
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Zither Immortal Meng Yao, Spring Breeze Sword Immortal, Shadowless, True Immortal Wufeng, and 

True Immortal Mu Feng were the top experts among the True Immortals. They had all reached the 

fourth level of the True Immortal Realm, the Dongxu Stage.Moreover, there were dozens of Perfected 



Immortals eyeing them.Although no one had seen Book Immortal Yun Zhu fight, the four immortals 

were equally famous. Other than the Chess Immortal, who was recognized as the most powerful, the 

other three immortals were about the same.It was impossible for the Book Immortal to protect Su Zimo 

from such a siege!Spring Breeze Sword Immortal, Shadowless, True Immortal Wufeng, and True 

Immortal Mu Feng stood in four directions, surrounding the Book Immortal and Su Zimo.Zither Immortal 

Meng Yao looked like she was not involved, but she sat cross-legged with her zither in front of her.She 

could join the battle at any time with a wave of her fingertips and unleash a terrifying sonic attack!Yun 

Zhu held a jade brush in her hand with a serious expression.Buzz!Meng Yao plucked the zither gently 

with her fingertips, and a strand of zither music suddenly rang out.The atmosphere in the Divine 

Firmament Palace suddenly changed. It was somber and bleak, as if thousands of soldiers and horses 

were charging in!This zither music was also the signal to attack!Sword Immortal Wufeng, Spring Breeze 

Sword Immortal, and True Immortal Mu Feng attacked at the same time, charging toward Yun 

Zhu.Sword Immortal Wufeng's heavy sword, Edgeless, was heavy and powerful. He swung his arm, and 

the Dao Fruit behind his head shone with rays of light as True Essence gathered.Even without using any 

Dharma spells, just this slash alone was enough to unleash an unparalleled power.Even if there was a 

mountain in front of him, it would be split in half by this slash!Spring Breeze Sword Immortal's 

longsword was as soft as a willow. It moved with the wind and was unpredictable, but the sword's range 

was huge. It enveloped both Yun Zhu and Su Zimo!True Immortal Mu Feng held a huge saber in his hand. 

When he waved it, the saber light was so cold that it was as if there were raging waves crashing against 

one's face. It was suffocating!The three Perfected Immortals only casually attacked, but they already 

had earth-shattering power.Shadowless did not move, but his figure had almost disappeared into the 

void. He was as light as a wisp of smoke, waiting for the right opportunity to strike.Once Shadowless 

Sword attacked attacked, it would be even more dangerous!The situation Yun Zhu was facing was more 

than she imagined. 

 

She not only did she have to block the attacks, she also had had to protect Su Zimo from the four's's 

attacks.As a result, the pressure on her increased exponentially!Yunzhu activated her Dao Fruit and a 

halo of light bloomed from the back of her head. Her Quintessential Essence condensed on the jade 

brush and she stabbed it at the three True Immortals.Clang!Yunzhu's jade brush collided with the Spring 

Breeze Sword first.However, the Spring Breeze Sword was as soft as the wind. As soon as it touched the 

brush, the sword trembled and was about to slash past the jade brush.Feng, Feng was Was, and Mu was, 

Was, Had., and Mu, Mu? was..Exceptional Divine Ability, Wondrous Blossom!Yun Zhu's jade brush 

stabbed three times in a row and three lotus flowers appeared, defending against the attacks of the 

three Perfected Immortals!The first time the three True Immortals attacked, they failed to achieve 

anything.A wave of exclamations came from the crowd outside the main hall!"I did not expect that Fairy 

Yun Zhu would be able to unleash such battle prowess with just a casual attack despite looking frail. She 

is not at a disadvantage even though she is fighting against three people alone!""None of the Four 

Fairies are easy to deal with. I heard that even Painting Fairy, who is the weakest, is not easy to deal 

with.""What's so good about Painting Fairy? Her cultivation is at Level 3 of the True Self Realm, 

Kongming. She can't be compared to Zither Fairy and Book Fairy. ""That's not necessarily true. Didn't 

you see that Moonlight Sword Immortal restrained Painting Fairy before she attacked?"Another person 

analyzed, "I reckon that the Moonlight Sword Immortal is still wary of Fairy Mo Qing.""The Four Fairies 

are famous today not only because of their beauty, but also because they are the best of the best 

among the Perfected Immortals!"Listening to the discussions around him, Xie Ling's expression was calm 



and indifferent.Book Fairy was indeed very powerful. She might even be more powerful than Spring 

Wind Sword!But even so, Book Fairy Yun Zhu was alone. She could not turn the tide.The three Perfected 

Immortals had not used their full strength. Please!Also, Shadowless was still looking for an opportunity 

to attack at any time.Zither Fairy Mengyao had not attacked either.If the two of them attacked, Book 

Fairy would definitely lose! 

 

"As expected of the Book Immortal, your skills are not shallow."Spring Wind Sword Immortal chuckled 

and flicked the sword. The sword vibrated and hummed.The three Perfected Immortals attacked 

again!This time, the three Perfected Immortals attacked more fiercely. They did not hold back.Behind 

Yun Zhu's head, the halo from the Fruit of Dao grew bigger and bigger!Yunzhu held a jade brush in her 

hand and quickly wrote a few ancient words in the air."Kill! Destroy! Break! Bang! Shake! Break! Break! 

"These seven words were not from the civilization of this world. They were filled with a wild and ancient 

aura. Every stroke contained a mysterious and powerful force!The seven ancient words scattered and 

rushed toward the three Perfected Immortals!At this moment, Shadowless attacked!The sword went 

straight for the back of Su Zimo's head!Su Zimo's scalp tingled and he was alarmed.Yun Zhu also noticed 

the commotion. She narrowed her eyes and threw the jade brush in her hand at Shadowless Sword!Jue 

Wuying's figure suddenly stopped and disappeared again.This was just a feint.When he appeared again, 

he was already at Yunzhu's side. He stabbed out with his sword silently and without a 

trace!"Freeze!"Yun Zhu activated her Fruit of Dao and shouted.This was not the Immobilization 

Technique. It was the Supreme Super Power, Time Stop!Shadowless's body stopped for a moment and 

he broke free from the restraints of this Supreme Super Power.Although the effect on him was 

negligible, this momentary delay gave Yunzhu the opportunity to step forward. She stretched out her 

slender fingers, which were as sharp as the tip of a pen, and stabbed toward Shadowless's forehead!The 

tip of his finger shone brightly. Before he could touch Shadowless, a trickle of blood had already seeped 

out from between the latter's eyebrows!At this moment, a trace of confusion arose in Yunzhu's 

heart.Shadowless Sword of the three Sword Immortals seemed to be weaker than before.If it was 

Shadowless Sword at its peak, she should not be able to injure it.Yun Zhu did not know that Shadowless 

had 60,000 years of lifespan severed by Su Zimo's Instant Splendor back in Gray Cloud Mountain Range! 

 

In reality, Shadowless's combat strength was no longer at its peak.Right then, Meng Yao's zither 

sounded once more.Yun Zhu frowned slightly and felt a piercing pain in her eyes. Even her arms 

trembled slightly.Shadowless's eyes lit up and he seized the opportunity to attack!Without a trace, 

without a sound, without a trace.Shing!Yun Zhu retreated hurriedly. However, she was still a step too 

late and was injured by Shadowless Sword. A wound opened on her abdomen and fresh blood flowed, 

dyeing her white robes red instantly.Meng Yao sat at the periphery the entire time and seemed to be 

uninvolved. However, the moment she attacked, her zither music would decide the direction of the 

entire situation!Both parties had just exchanged a few rounds and Yun Zhu was already injured."Yun 

Zhu, this is just a warning to you,"Meng Yao said indifferently, "The next time, you won't just be 

injured.""Humph!"Yun Zhu was fearless and sneered, "That's all there is to the Zither Immortal! To think 

that I've been on par with you all these years. What a joke! " 
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In fact, many of the surrounding cultivators also felt that the Zither Immortal's action was a little too 

excessive and disgraceful.However, they had nothing to do with Su Zimo.What did Su Zimo's life have to 



do with them?Moreover, Su Zimo's reputation had been too great over the years. Many cultivators 

gloated when they saw Su Zimo suffer such a calamity.Most of the time, there was no reason for evil. It 

might even be because they couldn't bear to see others doing well."Break!"At this moment, a soft shout 

came from the direction of Qiankun Academy!Rays of light burst out from Mo Qing's body. She expelled 

the sword Qi that the Moonlight Sword Immortal had sealed in her body.Immediately after, Mo Qing 

activated her Primordial Spirit and her Dao Fruit bloomed with halos. She broke free from the ropes on 

her body and rushed out to Su Zimo's side in a flash.The Moonlight Sword Immortal frowned, somewhat 

surprised.Logically speaking, with Mo Qing's cultivation, she shouldn't be able to break free from his 

seal.It seemed that this junior sister's cultivation had improved greatly over the years."Senior sister 

…"Su Zimo called out. Before he could continue, Mo Qing interrupted him and said, "Don't be afraid. The 

disciples of Qiankun Academy aren't at the point where they can be bullied by others!" “As soon as she 

finished speaking, a picture book appeared in Mo Qing's hand.This picture book was her natal Dharma 

treasure.After cultivating for so many years, she had only drawn a dozen pages. There were all kinds of 

ferocious beasts and powerful creatures on it.Now, Mo Qing's palm exerted force and the picture book 

was instantly torn to shreds. Countless shreds of paper floated in the air.Su Zimo was shocked!He knew 

that Senior Sister Mo Qing wouldn't use this picture book so easily.That was because every painting on it 

had the Dao and charm of the creatures in it.Senior Sister Mo Qing might even spend thousands or tens 

of thousands of years on each painting!Once the paintings were torn apart and taken out, the creatures 

in the paintings would also appear. Their combat strength was no different from when she saw 

them!However, once torn apart, it also meant that the paintings would completely disappear.Therefore, 

Mo Qing wouldn't tear the painting apart unless she had no other choice. 

 

Back then in the Coiling Dragon Mountain Range, when she confronted the Zither Immortal Mengyao, 

she only tore a painting to show her determination.But now, Mo Qing had torn the entire album to 

shreds. It was obvious how furious she was!Seeing this scene, Yunzhu sighed in her heart.Mo Qing's 

action was equivalent to releasing all the time, energy, and blood she had spent all these years. What 

kind of courage and decisiveness did this require?Above the Divine Firmament Palace, those floating 

scraps of paper were filled with a terrifying aura, as if some peerless evil spirit was about to descend 

here."Roar!""Roar!""Roar!""…"On the battlefield, a series of dragon roars and tiger roars suddenly 

sounded, deafening!A slender divine dragon covered in scales, with sharp claws and fangs, was the first 

to appear in front of everyone. It hovered in the air and roared at the sky!Immediately after, 

accompanied by a phoenix cry, a divine phoenix was born from the flames. Its feathers were sparkling 

and translucent red, like iron arrows that had been burned red!Under everyone's gaze, terrifying 

ferocious beasts and powerful beings descended above the Divine Firmament Palace!There were the 

ferocious beasts Taowu and Taotie, as well as the immortal beasts Bai Ze and Taowu...There were even 

some beings that had never been seen before. They had the faces of humans and the bodies of beasts, 

with a pair of wings and a ferocious aura!In the blink of an eye, more than ten terrifying ferocious beasts 

and powerful beings descended, surrounding Mo Qing and the other two with murderous 

intent!"Go!"Mo Qing did not hesitate and directly gave the order.More than ten ferocious beasts 

charged directly toward Mengyao, Perfected Immortal Wufeng, and the others."What are you waiting 

for? Attack together!"Mengyao shouted softly.The Flying Immortal Sect and the Great Jin Celestial 

Kingdom had been planning this for a long time. Dozens of Perfected Immortals had come, precisely 

because they were worried that such an unforeseen event would happen!The dozens of Perfected 

Immortals stepped forward to meet these ferocious beasts.Mengyao looked at the Moonlight Sword 



Immortal not far away and sent a voice transmission with her divine consciousness. "Daoist Moonlight, 

this is your mistake. You should settle it!""Don't worry."The Moonlight Sword Immortal's expression was 

calm as she sent a voice transmission. "Leave Mo Qing to me. You guys hurry up and kill that Su Zimo, 

lest something unexpected happens if this drags on for too long." 

 

With that, the Moonlight Sword Immortal also stepped into the battlefield!"I didn't expect that the 

Divine Firmament Convention would cause such a huge commotion before it even started. All three 

Sword Immortals have entered the battlefield!""Three Sword Immortals and three Fairies have gathered 

and are fighting. Such a scene is simply unprecedented.""Who would have thought that this level of 

battle was actually caused by a Heaven Immortal?""Actually, I'm quite envious of this Su Zimo. To be 

able to have two Fairies personally enter the battlefield to protect him, this treatment, tsk tsk..."The 

battlefield was in chaos. More than ten ferocious beasts and dozens of Perfected Immortals were 

fighting fiercely, causing the heavens to tremble and the earth to rend.The cultivators outside were in 

high spirits as they discussed animatedly."Junior Sister, you shouldn't have intervened."The Moonlight 

Sword Immortal looked at Mo Qing with some disappointment and shook her head slightly. "You're too 

muddle-headed. Why would you do this for Su Zimo, a servant?""Don't call me Junior Sister. You're not 

worthy of being the top disciple of Qiankun Academy!"Mo Qing looked coldly at the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal.A large part of her anger was because of the Moonlight Sword Immortal.As the top disciple of 

Qiankun Academy, not only did the Moonlight Sword Immortal not protect her fellow disciples when 

they were being bullied by other forces, but she even attacked her and Yang Ruoxu!Mo Qing was indeed 

a little naive, but she was not stupid!She could tell that the Moonlight Sword Immortal was very likely 

involved in today's matter!"Ha!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal was so angry that she laughed. "If I'm 

not worthy, do you think Su Zimo is? Moreover, his background is unknown, and he might even be of a 

foreign race! ""No need to say more. Let's fight."Mo Qing's tone was cold. "I've cultivated in Qiankun 

Academy for many years, but I've never fought with you. Today, I can ask for your advice.""Junior Sister, 

you should know that I don't want to hurt you."The Moonlight Sword Immortal was a little helpless and 

shook her head slightly.Mo Qing could not be bothered to talk to him anymore. She directly took out the 

Gods, Ghosts, Immortals, and Demon Painting and unfolded it in front of her.There were four figures 

drawn on the painting scroll. Three of them were drawn with dim strokes and were blurry. She could not 

see the origins of the three figures clearly. 

 

But the figure on the far left had golden hair and blue eyes. He was extremely handsome, and as his Qi 

and blood rose, his entire body emitted a golden light. His eyes were like torches and could not be 

looked at directly!A Protoss!There were four images in the Gods, Ghosts, Immortals, and Demon 

Painting. They were the Deity Statue, the Ghost Statue, the Immortal Statue, and the Demon 

Statue.Now, Mo Qing had only comprehended the Deity Statue. Therefore, only one figure was 

completely revealed on the painting scroll.According to her estimation, if she could comprehend one 

more Deity Statue, she could possibly enter the fourth level of True Self Realm, the Dongxu Stage!"So 

you really did obtain the Gods, Ghosts, Immortals, and Demon Painting. No wonder you could break free 

from my Sword Qi imprisonment."The Moonlight Sword Immortal suddenly understood. He paused for a 

moment, then suddenly smiled, and a sharp light flashed in his eyes. "Alright, I'll let you see my 

Moonlight Sword today!"Buzz!The Moonlight Sword had already arrived in the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal's palm. The sword exuded a brilliance as bright as the moon. One look and one could tell that 

it was not an ordinary item. 



Chapter 2559 

Mo Qing's Divine Will moved, and the statue of the Gods, Ghosts, Immortals, and Demon Painting 

walked out of the painting and became a real Protoss with flesh and blood!This Protoss's cultivation was 

exactly the same as Mo Qing's. They were both at Level 3 True Self, the Kongming 

stage!"Interesting."The Moonlight Sword Immortal smirked. "However, even if the real Protoss comes, 

he won't be able to block my Moonlight Sword!"Swoosh!The Moonlight Sword Immortal moved and 

charged at the Protoss summoned by Mo Qing. The Moonlight Sword danced in the air, and in the blink 

of an eye, it stabbed hundreds of times!The Protoss circulated his Blood Qi and attacked continuously. 

However, he was still bare-handed and could not block the Moonlight Sword's attack.Very soon, this 

Divine Race being was already covered in wounds all over.The Moonlight Sword was a Pure Yang Spirit 

Treasure of the Ninth Tribulation. It could even pierce through the Protoss's body!Rumble!The Protoss 

summoned his Bloodline Phenomenon. An ancient and mysterious pyramid appeared behind him, with 

billions of living beings prostrating beneath it.The statue of the Gods, Ghosts, Immortals, and Demon 

Painting was so lifelike that it could even summon its Bloodline Phenomenon."Hmph!"The Moonlight 

Sword Immortal sneered and wiped the Moonlight Sword with her finger. The Moonlight Sword shone 

brightly and suddenly released a dazzling sword ray!Moonlight Slash!Boom!The sword ray collided with 

the Protoss's Bloodline Phenomenon.After a slight pause, the Protoss's Bloodline Phenomenon was 

pierced through by the Moonlight Sword's sword ray and collapsed!After all, the Protoss's cultivation 

was still a level lower.Moreover, the secret technique that the Moonlight Sword Immortal had just used 

was one of his killer moves!Mo Qing's expression was calm. She took out an ink brush from her storage 

bag and activated her Dao Fruit. Her True Essence condensed at the tip of the brush.With her True 

Essence as ink and the void as paper, she casually drew a few strokes on the paper and quickly drew a 

soldier riding a war horse and holding a long spear.This soldier was also at the True First Realm, but only 

at the first level of the True First Realm.With a thought from Mo Qing, the soldier materialized in the 

void and charged towards the Moonlight Sword Immortal!Mo Qing drew a few more strokes in the void, 

outlining a few divine weapons. They all materialized as though they were real. They also charged 

towards the Moonlight Sword Immortal! 

 

While the Moonlight Sword Immortal and Mo Qing were fighting, True Immortal Edgeless, True 

Immortal Chunfeng, and True Immortal Cleansing Peak attacked Yunzhu once more.Shadowless 

disappeared again.This time, there were dozens of True Immortals and dozens of ferocious beasts. 

Under the cover of the chaotic battle, no one could discover his tracks at all!This kind of threat that 

could erupt at any time was the most terrifying.Meng Yao gently placed her fingers on the zither as she 

looked at Yun Zhu and Mo Qing with a mocking expression.It was only a matter of time before these two 

fairies who were equally as famous as her were defeated!Today, Su Zimo would definitely die!After all, 

the Book Immortal was one of the four great fairies and the princess of the Zi Xuan Immortal 

Kingdom.Spring Breeze Sword Immortal and the others still had some misgivings. Otherwise, the Book 

Immortal might not have been able to hold on until now.Suddenly!A ghostly figure suddenly appeared 

behind Su Zimo.Shadowless attacked again, stabbing towards the back of Su Zimo's head. It was silent 

and did not even reveal any killing intent.Shadowless could hide from Su Zimo's five senses, but it could 

not hide from his spirit perception!The moment Shadowless appeared, Su Zimo was shocked. He did not 

have time to think and wanted to use the Primeval Body again to escape from Shadowless's attack.As for 

Yunzhu and Mo Qing, they both realized that Su Zimo was in danger and wanted to help.Unfortunately, 

Mo Qing was entangled by the Moonlight Sword Immortal and was completely at a disadvantage.As for 



Yunzhu, she was surrounded by True Immortal Chunfeng and True Immortal Chunfeng. She was also 

struggling and could not escape.Just as the two of them were burning with anxiety, Meng Yao's zither 

rang out without warning.Clang!The zither's murderous sound disturbed one's mind!The timing of the 

zither's sound was simply too exquisite!When Yunzhu heard the zither's sound, her ears hurt and she 

was slightly dazed. Three more wounds appeared on her body and blood gushed out!On the other side, 

the Moonlight Sword Immortal's eyes lit up and she shouted, "Junior Sister, you've lost!"Not only Mo 

Qing, but even the summoned Protoss was affected by Meng Yao's zither sound. The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal took advantage of the situation and cut the Protoss in half!Without the help of the statue, Mo 

Qing was no match for the Moonlight Sword Immortal. 

 

In the blink of an eye, Yunzhu and Mo Qing were already in danger. They could not even protect 

themselves, let alone save Su Zimo.In the face of Shadowless's attack, Su Zimo wanted to use the 

Primeval Body to escape.However, he could also hear the sound of the zither. His body couldn't help but 

tremble.However, this momentary delay was more than enough for a top-notch assassin like 

Shadowless!From beginning to end, Zither Immortal Meng Yao did not join the fight.However, every 

time she played the zither, the entire battle situation would be changed!A cold smile appeared on 

Shadowless's face.It was as if he could already see Su Zimo's head being pierced by his sword!"Su Zimo is 

dead."Xie Ling shook her head slightly and sighed.Perhaps this was fate. Although Su Zimo had escaped 

Shadowless's attack once, he would not be able to escape a second time.Yang Ruoxu clenched her fists 

and her eyes were about to pop out of their sockets.Even Immortal King Green Sun thought that Su Zimo 

was dead for sure. Suddenly, he frowned and looked to the side with a changed expression.Whoosh!A 

black light pierced into the battlefield. It was so fast that it instantly collided with the Shadowless 

Sword!The Shadowless Sword was supposed to be invisible. With the help of light and the environment, 

it could perfectly hide the sword. It could even fool the heavens and the sea and block the five senses. It 

was difficult for others to detect it.However, not only did this black light hit the Shadowless Sword 

accurately, but it also completely exposed the Shadowless Sword!Cries of surprise rang out from the 

crowd.Someone could actually break Shadowless's attack. That was really impressive!In fact, the 

bystanders did not know that Shadowless was shocked at this moment.That black light had not only hit 

his Shadowless Sword.The power that exploded from the black light was extremely strong. It had even 

passed through the Shadowless Sword into his body!His five viscera and six bowels had all been severely 

shaken!"What a strong power!"Shadowless was secretly shocked. He swallowed a mouthful of blood 

that had already surged to his mouth.Su Zimo quickly took the opportunity to escape from the 

Shadowless Sword. He looked back with lingering fear. 

 

Thud!At this moment, the black light that hit the Shadowless Sword fell to the ground with a crisp sound 

beside Shadowless's feet.Su Zimo, Shadowless, and the other cultivators looked over instinctively.That 

black light was actually a flat and round black stone. It looked very ordinary.They looked like black chess 

pieces in a game of chess.Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat. He suddenly thought of someone!When 

Shadowless, Mengyao, and the others saw this black stone, their expressions changed drastically. They 

clearly recognized the origin of this black stone!"She's here too?"Guessing the identity of the person 

who came, the Moonlight Sword Immortal felt a headache. 

Chapter 2560 



Not far away, a woman rushed over. Her sleeves fluttered in the wind, and her long hair was tied up in a 

simple bun. She looked like a young Daoist nun.The woman did not have any accessories on her hair, 

neck, earlobes, or even on her body. She looked extremely simple and plain, but her every movement 

exuded an indescribable charm of the Dao!The woman did not wear any makeup, and she was 

extremely beautiful.In other words, even if there was a little bit of makeup left on this stunning face, it 

would destroy this natural beauty and make people feel sorry for it.The woman carried a huge square 

chessboard on her back.On the square chessboard, the black and white chess pieces landed on it like 

stars.The woman seemed to carry the starry sky on her back as she entered the Divine Firmament 

Palace. Her body exuded a powerful aura that made people feel suffocated. Apart from Immortal King 

Qingyang, everyone could clearly feel this pressure!When everyone saw this woman, they were not 

attracted by her beauty at first glance. Instead, they were shocked by her powerful aura!In the Divine 

Firmament Palace, there were hundreds of millions of cultivators, but no one dared to have any 

improper thoughts about this woman!"Chess Immortal Jun Yu."Immortal King Qingyang raised his brows 

and said in surprise.These four words were like a stone that stirred up a thousand ripples. The crowd 

instantly exploded, setting off countless waves of commotion!"Chess Immortal! So this is the Chess 

Immortal!""I didn't expect Fairy Jun Yu to also come. The four great fairies are gathered together. This is 

an unprecedented grand scene!""The Chess Immortal's aura is too strong. As expected of the strongest 

of the four great fairies.""I wonder why the Chess Immortal has appeared at this time?"As everyone was 

discussing, Su Zimo looked at the Chess Immortal Jun Yu, who had just saved his life, and felt a little 

emotional.When he saw the black chess piece, he guessed that the Chess Immortal might have 

come.And when he saw Fairy Jun Yu, he was even more certain that this woman was the Chess 

Immortal!No one other than the Chess Immortal could match such a graceful bearing!The four great 

fairies could be said to be peerless in their generation.However, each of their temperaments and 

temperaments were completely different. Each had their own merits.The Chess Immortal was probably 

the only one who could make everyone feel such a strong pressure the moment she appeared!However, 

Su Zimo was a little confused. 

 

Did the Chess Deity, Jun Yu, lend a helping hand just now? Or did she rush over on purpose?If it was the 

former, it could be explained. It was rumored that other than being obsessed with the art of chess, the 

Chess Immortal was the most combative and would often seek out experts to fight.If it was the latter, 

then why?Su Zimo thought back carefully and was certain that he had never met the Chess Deity, Jun 

Yu."So it's Fairy Junyu. It's been thousands of years since we last met."The Moonlight Sword Immortal 

smiled as she cupped her hands and greeted the Chess Immortal Princess.Jun Yu casually glanced at the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal and said, "The last time I challenged you to a duel, you hid and refused to 

meet me. Why do you dare to come out today?"The Moonlight Sword Immortal's face reddened as she 

cursed in her heart.There was a commotion in the crowd, and a few chuckles could be heard.Yunzhu 

pursed her lips and smiled.This Fellow Daoist Jun Yu was still the same, speaking without any scruples 

and not leaving any face for others!However, even she didn't know whether Jun Yu's sudden 

appearance was a blessing or a curse for them.This was because she wasn't very familiar with the Chess 

Deity, Jun Yu. They didn't have much of a friendship and had only fought once.Judging from Mo Qing's 

expression, there was even less of a relationship between her and Jun Yu.The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal was embarrassed to be exposed by the princess. She coughed lightly and forced a smile. "I was 

indeed cultivating in seclusion. When I came out, I heard that Fairy Jun Yu had already left. I didn't mean 

to avoid you.""Oh?"Jun Yu's expression was indifferent as she said, "Since you're here today, let me see 



your Moonlight Sword."The Moonlight Sword Immortal's expression was ugly.If he rejected her in front 

of everyone, it would be equivalent to admitting that he had avoided her because he was afraid of the 

Chess Deity's challenge."Buzz!"The sound of a zither rang out. Mengyao slowly stood up and looked at 

the Chess Deity with a smile. "Fellow Daoist Jun Yu, we still have important matters to attend to today. 

Once we're done, you have the freedom to challenge whoever you want."The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal heaved a sigh of relief.Fortunately, Mengyao stood up and saved the day. 

 

"Talk to me. Put away your stupid zither. I'm annoyed by it."Jun Yu looked coldly at Mengyao. Her words 

were sharp and merciless!Mengyao's smile also froze on her face.Jue Wuying had just been injured by 

Jun Yu's chess piece. Now that she saw Jun Yu being so domineering and aggressive, she was even more 

resentful. She could not help but sneer. "Jun Yu, today's matter has nothing to do with you. You better 

not interfere!""How do you know it has nothing to do with me?"Jun Yu retorted.Jue Wuying snorted 

coldly and said, "A foreign race has appeared in the Qiankun Academy. Today, we are going to eliminate 

this foreign race and remove a hidden danger for the Divine Firmament Immortal Region!"Could it be 

that you, Chess Deity Jun Yu, are also related to this foreign race?"Something bad is going to 

happen!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal's heart sank when she heard Jue Wuying's words.Chess Deity 

Jun Yu had a domineering personality and loved to fight. Jue Wuying's words would definitely arouse Jun 

Yu's desire to fight.Perfected Immortal Mu Feng and Chess Deity Jun Yu were both from the Mountain 

Sea Immortal Sect.He knew this Senior Sister's personality even better.He hurriedly laughed out loud 

and tried to smooth things over. "Senior Sister Jun Yu, please calm down. Fellow Daoist Shadowless was 

just impulsive and spoke carelessly. Senior Sister, please don't take it seriously and take it to heart."Jun 

Yu looked at True Immortal Mu Feng and asked, "Who told you to join forces with them?"Jun Yu's tone 

was calm, but there was a hint of coldness in it!True Immortal Mu Feng felt the pressure suddenly 

increase. He gulped and laughed dryly. "No one. It was my own decision.""Senior Sister, you might not 

know, but our sect's Yue Hai was killed by this academy's Su Zimo on the battlefield in Shura. I also want 

to avenge Yue Hai...""Yue Hai died at the hands of a cultivator of the same level. It's his own fault. He 

can't blame others."Before True Immortal Mu Feng could finish, Jun Yu interrupted him and said coldly, 

"As a True Immortal of an immortal sect, you want to personally take revenge on a Heaven 

Immortal? And join forces with other True Immortals? "True Immortal Mu Feng was sweating profusely 

after being scolded by Jun Yu. He didn't know what to do.Although they were all True Immortals, there 

was a huge difference in status in the Mountain and Sea Celestial Sect. 

 

True Immortal Mu Feng looked embarrassed. "Senior Sister, I...""Get lost!"Jun Yu scolded.True Immortal 

Mu Feng trembled and didn't dare to say another word. He lowered his head and returned to the seats 

of the Mountain and Sea Celestial Sect. He only felt that his face was red and hot.The atmosphere in the 

Divine Firmament Main Hall was extremely solemn."Haha."Sword Immortal Spring Breeze chuckled and 

broke the silence. "Fellow Daoist Jun Yu, please calm down. We want to kill the alien race out of 

kindness. We're not bullying the weak because of our cultivation.""Is that so?"Jun Yu glanced at 

Mengyao and the others and said slowly, "I'm here today. Let's see who dares to touch him!" 

 


